NOGLSTP awarded $3,910 grant

The National Organization of Gay and Lesbian Scientists and Technical Professionals (NOGLSTP) filed a joint amicus brief with the Los Angeles Lawyers for Human Rights regarding the Supreme Court case of Webster v.- Doe (No. 86-1294).

In this case, the Court is to determine whether the Central Intelligence Agency's (CIA) employment policy is subject to judicial review.

If so, then the CIA will be forced to tell Doe why it considers homosexuality to be a security risk.

In turn, this will allow Doe to continue to challenge his discharge by the CIA.

The brief's major points are that security clearance discrimination based on sexual orientation harms the country, the scientific enterprise, organizations, and individuals; that scientists and engineers are subject to equal protection; that there is no basis to exclude gays and lesbians from jobs involving national security; and that the Court should not accept the government's contention that homosexuality poses a security risk.

The Counsel of Record is Randall Wick, who wrote the brief with support from the American Civil Liberties Union Foundations of Northern and Southern California, Richard Gayer, and Franklin Kameny.

A better lecture on law in the United States as it stands for lesbians and gay men, I doubt could be found anytime or anywhere—you should've been there.
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3 AIDS initiatives on ballot next year? by Joseph Nocella

After last year's landslide defeat of Proposition 64, gay and lesbian activists hope they can take some encouragement from the recent success of elsewhere in California, and by LaRouche followers in Santa Clara county. The activists cited the landslide vote in San Francisco as evidence that they can win in other communities. The vote in December was the last time they will get the voters to accept such law.

Like last year's Prop 64, the new LaRouche initiative is opposed by AIDS activists and lauded by religious leaders. Three groups that also got on the ballot next November will now be opposed by AIDS activists and supported by the religious leaders. One of the groups, the AIDS initiative, is opposed by AIDS activists and supported by religious leaders.
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Get Centered
DeFranco Center Board moves ahead!
by Wayne Herriford

The DeFranco Center introduced an important meeting—several of the largest membership meetings in Association (GLPA) appointed educational arm, the Media (MFHR), in Washington, D.C. That was a particularly important meeting—several of the largest membership meetings in Association (GLPA) appointed educational arm, the Media (MFHR), in Washington, D.C.

There are important financial management responsibilities, including fund-raising and report—leading and largely, the Center tries to serve as a gathering place for the gay and lesbian community of San Diego and Dan treasurer. The Center has been immediately filled by community members who are serving on the Board. The Board of Directors is a critical part of the continued success of the Center.

One of MFHR's most innovative programs is funding a "GEPA Can't Be Censored!" Through special grants, MGHR has funded groups which are critical and provide that coverage to the Center's annual reports and publications. The Center has, as its mandate, to insure that the Center meet the needs of the gay and lesbian community of San Diego and Dan treasurer. The Center has been immediately filled by community members who are serving on the Board. The Board of Directors is a critical part of the continued success of the Center.

The Center serves an important role in our community and is the only one of its kind in San Francisco.

The Sunrise offers Five committee assignments.

The DeFrank Center houses the gay and lesbian rights organizations 'discussed an-agenda which received significant support from the community and is the only one of its kind in San Francisco.

The packages consist of comic terms are also provided.
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Theatre Review by Rkk Rady

42nd Street Dazzles has a real hit on its hands (or opener performances, and unending tap moment when it isn't just great the chorus of a Broadway show girl from Allentown breaks into by the incapacitation of the leading lady, while never forget­wonderfully played by Gina j oolnit tap ballet.

The rest of the roles are well Slater gives his usual, and very appropri­ to the show.

Money."

Weeds

Movie Review by Steve Warren

"Dames" and " We're in the Brock, and her sugar daddy and spritely feet snare Peggy Money." D in the show's fi­
sail along. The orchestra is very fine and eventually gets the governor to commute his sentence. Congrats to CLO for a block­ Don't miss

The story b a real corny one: a way to the show.

W ith the show since its opening (he meant 1929) got more laughs as openly as Joe Biden, and spritely feet snare Peggy Money."

Weeds, is set in a French prison so as not to suggest things like "two guys...fag under a Blant­" could happen in America. Nolte narrates his story, specifically Joe's story. Joe has been in prison, but the playRussian to the show and gets a rare from San Francisco drama fruit Taggart. She campaigns to free Nolte and eventually gets the governor to commute his sentence. As this true story continues Nolte relives his prison story and takes the show on the road. They have the same artistic, financial and social blessings of any play, but the play evolves into something much different before a theater New York. Even a film as daringly differ­ent as this movie has to have a climax, so the play triggers a climax, not the people, and the audience do all the wrong things in the wrong times. Any negative consequences are D e a ­

Delivering With the Pressures Of Gay or Lesbian Life? Sensitive and Low Cost Counseling for Gay and Lesbian Individuals and Couples.

D e a­
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MARTA HIATT, Ph.D.
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Cay an(j Lesbian Individuals and Couples.
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I could get along without products that identify common household necessities of modern life:

Product
Blow dryers
Disposable razors
Microwave ovens
Frozen dinners

Percentage of Respondents
18%
14%
13%
7%

1986 Roper poll asked, "Are you likely to listen to your home stereo on Christmas Day?"
Royalty in San Jose

by Ted Sahl

Coronation '87—Imperial Grand Golden Lion Court—Rachel Empress XVIII and Bob Cotton Emperor IX walked for the last time on November 7 at the Civic Center, downtown San Jose.

The MC's for the evening, from San Francisco were Grand Duke Tom Roller and Grand Duchess Flame.

The crowd was decked out in their finest robes, gowns and crowns—Royalty included courts from Oregon, San Francisco, Sacramento, Stockton and Alameda.

Sponsors included Whiskey Gulch, Renegades and John Yee—Best out of town presentation was awarded to San Francisco—Best in town presentation went to Casa De San Jose.

You should've been there!

The Landing

PROUDLY PRESENTS

Way Out West Band
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

November 23rd and 28th
December 5th / 11th / 19th
9:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M.

The Landing
342 W. Santa Clara
San Jose / 285-1118

SHARE SOME SWEAT WITH UP TO 8 OTHER MEN

LEATHER • B&D • DADDYS UNIFORMS • BIKERS MASTERS • SLAVES TRUCKERS RAUNCH FETISH

415 976-7500 12 PLUS TOLL IF ANY. 11 - ONLY.

PHOTO: DRUMMER
THOUSANDS OF REAL MEN from all over the country are on our uninhibited conference lines 24 hours every day and you can . . .

- SHARE HOT TALK
- LISTEN TO THE ACTION
- EXCHANGE NUMBERS
- MAKE DATES
- MAKE NEW FRIENDS

The man of your fantasies may be just a call away!

- LIVE — NO ACTORS
- NO RECORDINGS
- NO CREDIT CARDS
- YOUR ANONYMITY GUARANTEED!

$2 plus toll if any discreetly billed to your phone. 18 and over only.

Illustrations by Randy West.

San Francisco 415
Los Angeles 213
or 818
San Diego 619 976-8500